This paper presents the applicability of a nonparametric scene parsing model for recognizing all objects in an image. The data-driven model labels all the pixels of query images as their object classes using the labels in similar images of the existing dataset. The model has a flexible number of parameters depending on the size of the training data, it is possible to add or remove new data without re-training the whole model. The capability of the nonparametric model would improve the monitoring performance on the construction site with updating the size of the image dataset over time.
Introduction
A lot of efforts have been made for vision-based monitoring in the construction industry [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Few monitoring methods exist to recognize numerous types of construction objects [6] [7] [8] [9] . The previous studies recognizing multiple construction objects used parametric models requiring cumbersome model training processes. Model training processes involve preparing image training data and tuning parameter for which developers spend considerable time and cost. Developer's efforts are proportional to the number of objects of interest; therefore, recognizing holistic construction site scene is elusive.
To address the issues, a data-driven scene parsing method is proposed to recognize various construction object classes. The proposed method is nonparametric in which modeling prior information of target object's features is unnecessary. Furthermore, if a training data size is changed, only an additional data is processed to update the monitoring system, unlike parametric methods involving reconstruction of the whole system.
Benefits of the proposed construction site monitoring system are (1) capability of understanding the whole image area, (2) ease of updating the system with a changing size of training data, and (3) simplicity of tuning model parameters.
Data-driven scene parsing
In an image, each pixel has a brightness value within the range of 0-255. A brightness value or cluster has no intuitive meaning of an object to a person. To get object's information, an object boundary in a pixel grid should be properly segmented and then recognized based on features of the pixel cluster. Scene parsing is a term including these processes.
Among several data-driven scene parsing methods, this paper adopts a nonparametric scene parsing method suggested in [10] . The key idea of the method is transferring labels-object identities-of several images to annotate labels of a query image scene. Specifically, every pixel in a query image is annotated by searching the most similar label of retrieved images relevant to a query image from a database. Retrieving similar images to a query image is conducted by two stage filtering. The first filtering stage uses nearest neighbors to scene contents represented by GIST features (refer to [11] for details). The second stage is the dense scene correspondence filtering, which uses SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) flow matching across the filtered images at the first stage. SIFT flow is a concept similar to optical flow, which extracts a SIFT feature at every pixel of an image to calculate a matching score to a query image [12] . The retrieved images are used to transfer their labels to each pixels of a query image using a probabilistic Markov random field model for energy function formulation. In a Markov random field model, an image pixel grid is represented as an undirected graph having edge and node components. An edge represents a relation between neighbor pixels and a node signifies a pixel. The scene parsing procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Experimental settings and results
An experiment was conducted on a desktop computer with Intel i7-4770 CPU, 32 GB RAM in the Windows 10 and 64 bit operating system. This study used the open source code for scene parsing [10] and executed it using a MATLAB programming language. The LabelMe image annotation tool [13] was used to create training image data. The 169 images were used to train the system and 42 images were tested for validation.
The performance of the scene parsing system was measured by the average pixel-wise recognition rate.
The evaluation criterion in [10] was selected. The average pixel-wise recognition rate was 81.48% from the 42 test images, with a median value of 84.47% and standard deviation of 13.12%. The average processing time was 7.93 s/query image. Samples of the result are shown in Figure 2 .
Discussion
The result shows the reasonable performance on recognizing construction site images. However, there has a room for improvement: (1) per-class recognition rates vary in a large degree by object classes. (2) some objects taking a small region in an image were failed to be identified. (3) the long processing time prevents realtime applications. Further studies are required to address these issues.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a vision system to identify (scene-parse) the whole image area of construction sites. The system could identify object classes using labels of images that are similar to the query image. The system needed a relatively small number of parameters. The accuracy of the scene parsing was 81.48% based on the average pixel-wise recognition rate. The scene parsing method, in its current version, is capable of recognizing static objects. Further studies, with more training data, would increase the accuracy and the number of construction object classification. rd International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC 2016) 
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